
Chapter 6 

6. A Solution for switching 

As discussed so far, it is clear that the power factor regulation with present parameters does 
neither maximize nor optimize the use of the capacitor banks installed in the selected grid 
substation where the losses and voltage support is concerned. The time periods in which all 
the capacitor banks are not switched while having an opportunity for that, were observed. 
Clearly, there is an opportunity to further utilize the already installed banks to reduce the 
losses by reducing reactive power drawn from sources and to use as an economical vo \tage 
stabilizer. The utilization of capacitor banks with the present power factor/var combined 
scheme is as in the figure 6.1 below. The switching pattern if pure power factor control is 
used is also included in the figure. 
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Figure: 6.1 switching pattern under present criteria 

Considering the above data, the utilization of the capacitor banks calculated on daily average 
and with reference to maximum utilization is about 75 %. With the pure power factor control, 
this becomes to 70.03 %. 

Calculation based on; Utilization = (Mvar1 *t1 + Mvar2*t2 + --------+Mvar11 *t,J I Maximum Mvar * 24) 
Mvar11 = switched capacitor rating at time slot t11 and t11 is taken as 10 min interval) 

Although these values are high, it does not indicate the optimality of the use. The present 
scheme contains unnecessary utilization at certain time periods. Also, it contains periods of 
partial utilization of capacitor banks even the opportunity is there to fully use them. 

In real situation, sometimes the network operators manually switch off the banks to avoid 
high leading power factor and bus voltage rises or switch on the banks which are already in 
off position due to improved power factor. Therefore, the high utilization factor is not the 
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mere deciding factor for the optimal usage. Loss minimization, voltage support, releasing 
capacity constraints etc., are the factors to be considered. 

6.1 Important factors in new switching criteria 

As discussed in the previous chapters, the possibility of connecting the maximum number of 
capacitor banks into the LV bus under any system conditions is obvious. The analysis shows 
that the harmful effects can be maintained with marginally affecting the regulations and not 
violating the technical limitations. Therefore, following conclusions can be made. 

• For the selected substation, it is possible to connect all four capacitor banks under any 
system condition. 

• Therefore, any other combinational arrangement, to suit the local requirements is also 
possible. 

The first point can be considered in the system point of view. There are situations where the 
capacitor banks on the distribution substations are kept unused, while having an acute 
problem of heavy var requirement in transmission system. This happens mostly when power 
across the company's transmission system does not coincide with load conditions in locations 
where the capacitor banks are fixed. This situation can be mostly experienced in substations 
which are heavily interconnected. Under those conditions, keeping a definitely economical 
reactive energy source underutilized or unutilized depending on local requirements, while 
generation or some other means producing and transmitting them in the system, is not 
justifiable. 

For substations like Pannipitiya where it has a installed capacity of 100 Mvar and which is 
still not put into operation due to some technical problems, this kind of approach may be a 
very economical solution. Power factor regulation with a large reactive power source will not 
utilize them fully. Other thing is that it is connected to both 220kV system as well as 132kV 
system sothat the transmission network will be a good tank for reactive power transferred 
from substation capacitor banks. 

When power system economics are considered, CEB has to take advantages of concepts such 
as "ON Demand Control" to use the already installed capacitor banks in this manner. If the 
transmission system needs var at a location different to the location where capacitor banks are 
installed and if a centralized network control center monitor the load flow in its transmission 
system, then switching of unused capacitor banks at such a time can be used to inject reactive 
power. This needs a comprehensive load flow study, fully pledged SCADA system and 
sometimes remote station control fascility etc., to implement the above schemes. Interestingly, 
those are already in touch with the CEB transmission network. Therefore, if necessary CEB 
can use its maximum installed capacitor banks without any difficulty. 

Secondly, if the first option is not the real requirement of the network, then what is important 
is to meet local requirements in each substation. As CEB is considered, its main objective is 
to maintain the bus bar voltage at the desired limit. Reduction oflosses, releasing the line and 
transformer capacities comes as secondary aspects. 

In meeting the local requirements, still the voltage and var control may be the best compared 
to power factor. Power factor is always an indirect measure of reactive power or the system 
voltage. Power factor does not consider the effects beyond the substation where sometimes it 
has to consider the bus voltage rise due to line capacitance. During very light loaded 
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conditions, the line capacitances are predominant and the Ferranti effect comes into effect. In 
such cases, availability of considerable reactive loads at load centres is a requirement. If the 
substation reactive power requirement is fully compensated during these periods, the voltage 
rise at receiving ends will be a problem. In such cases capacitor bank switching based on 
voltage control may have more benefits. However, the factors like loss minimization, voltage 
control and the capacity release ofthe system components can be considered in local station 
point of view. Providing reactive power from capacitor banks as much as posible to 
compensate real load requirments while not allowing them to draw from the system is the 
factor to be considered. This will reduce losses and release the power transformer and 
transmission line capacity. 

6.2 Proposal for switching criteria based on Var control 
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Figure: 6.2 Typical var control concept 

Capacitor bank switching based on reactive power requirements is a more flexible and natural 
means of capacitor control concepts. It adds a fixed amount oflagging reactive power into the 
system regardless of most other conditions. Since the reduction of losses and the capacity 
release directly proportional to the reactive current drawn, injecting the reactive power at 
substation bus level reduces losses beyond bus towards source including the transformer. 

In var control based switching, due consideration has to be given to avoid hunting or 
PUMPING of the banks. Unless the parameters are properly set this purpose cannot be 
achieved. Hysteresis or restraint control is suggested to avoid such a hunting problem. As 
shown in figure 6.2, switching "ON" is based on about 2/3 of a step and switching off is based 
on an amount more than the balance 1/3 ofthe step in leading direction. These are typically 
used values decided with experience. 

To avo id responding to sudden reactive power changes, restraint control or integration of 
inputs over certain time period can be used. These are available in most of the capacitor bank 
controllers. 

Considering the above basis, parameters for reactive power control switching for master slave 
control was suggested as follows. The calculated settings can be used for one setting 
parameter set, considering master slave control. Second set of parameters is to be defined for 
the independent mode. Multiple sets of parameters and switching between them depending on 
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external inputs are regular features in modem controllers. Considering the results obtained by 
simulations, following points can be considered in a reactive power control based switching 
criteria for CEB. 

• When transformers are paralleled, one controller feels only a halfofthe capacity of a 
switched banlc 

• Step size of a bank is 5Mvar. 

• Switching ON when lagging reactive power exceeds 2.5 *2/3 =1.6Mvar (lag) 

• Switching OFF when leading reactive power exceeds (2.5 *113) *1.4 ~ 1.2Mvar(lead) 

Switching points were selected from simulation results with approximated AVR control and 
shown in figure 6.3 . The switching points based on lowest reactive power drawn from system 
and power factor close to unity (optimum compared to losses) was also show in the diagram. 
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Figure: 6.3 comparison of switched banks under present, optimum and var control schemes 

6.3 (c) 

The three figures show that the proposed switching policy based on reactive power control 
goes neck to neck with the loss optimized switching pattern than the present switching 
criteria. No of switching operations were calculated as per the switching points. A typical 
capacitor bank switch can operate 6times per day considering 50,000 no of operations and 20 
years life time. The no of operations of the breakers are within the acceptable limits. 

Number of switching 

Date Bank 1 Bank 2 Bank 3 Bank 4 

21 .01.09 0 0 2 2 

22.01 .09 0 0 2 2 

24.01 .09 0 0 1 2 

Table: 6.1 No of switching operations under proposed var control scheme 

The utilization factor is calculated based on the same criteria described early in the chapter 
and equals to 80%. The utilization is approximately same as the present system but the new 
scheme is closer to the loss optimized pattern. 

Increase or decrease of energy loss was calculated based on the point that the losses are 
directly proportional to e. For all three days considered, a decrease of 1.8%, 4.9% and 5.04% 
was observed and average reduction in energy loss is 3.94%. (Considering only the 
transformer losses) 

From the equation below, it is possible to calculate the capacity release of the substation and 
hence same capacity must be released from the generation as well [8]. 

8KVA = ll- (KVAR Y(cos¢)
2 

+ Sin¢(KVAR) -ljKVA 
5 

(KVA5 )2 KV f1s 
5 
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Where L1KVAs - release of substation 

KVAs - Capacity of substation 

KVAR _Capacity of next step of the banks 

Cos (j) and Sin(j)- Cos and sine of power factor before adding next step 

For the selected substation, addition of 5Mvar for 2 * 31.5MV A transformers at the 
conditions as at 8.30hrs on 24th January 2009, the capacity release L1KVAs was calculated as, 

Date & 
Time 

24.01.2009 
08:30:00_ 

Date & 
Time 

24.01.2009 

llMVAs = [ .V{1-(5 *Cos7.13/63)2}+Sin7.13 * (5 I 63)- 1]63 

MW 

,_ 33.Q1_ 

MW 

= 0.425 MVA 

Mvar 33 Volt 

4.07 32.98 

Mvar 33 Volt 

Under Present criteria 

132 No of Ph 
Volt Banks angle 

74.97 3 -7.13 

Proposed var control scheme 

132 
Volt 

No of 
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Ph angle 

Utilization HVA Tap 

7.50 76.08 10 

Utilization HVA Tap 

Qf!::3Q:QQ ]}2.6.2.!4.JQ&~6.il?. L:32.Jil4:3L!?.,Qilil4 L 4 L1 , ?.T4~T6.J 1Q,QQ J 73.76 I 9 

Table: 6.2 An extract from simulation results to compare capacity release 

With the simulation results it can be calculated as; 

llMV As = .V(33.01 2 +4.0i) - .V(32.62742+.896852
) 

' 
' 

= 0.620 MV A, But this is with a tap position change as well. 

Therefore the simulation results can be justified. Considering the simulation results, total 
average energy released by switching from present scheme to proposed var control scheme is 
15.64 MWh per day (calculated based on 30min sample time hence totalling energy for 30min 
samole) . The scheme maintains the tap close to nominal tap while keeping the 33 kV voltages 
also within the range. (Refer Appendix 7-Data format for reactive power control switching 
points and summery of results) 

6.3 Proposal for switching criteria based on Voltage control 

Voltage control based capacitor switching in a utility substation has to follow a complex 
algorithm. The difficulty in voltage control based switching is due to the voltage r~gu1ator of 
the power transformers. When both functions try to control voltage at the same time without 
any coordination between them, then there will be severe mal functioning of the two 
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controllers. This will cause hunting of capacitor banks and tap changer. Therefore, for such a 
control scheme, an algorithm to coordinate A VR and capacitor bank controller is required. 
The factors that has to be considered in such a system are, 

• During switching on for decreasing bus bar voltages, the capacitors shall come first if 
the reactive power load is more than a portion of the minimum step of a bank 
otherwise the tap changer can increase the voltage. The purpose of this is to minimize 
the losses and adding excess leading reactive power. 

• During switching off for increasing terminal voltages, AVR and the capacitor 
controller shall follow the same philosophy. The reactive power at the time of decision 
must be considered in deciding whether to reduce the tap or to switch off a capacitor 
bank. 

• Algorithm for an above control is necessary to optimize the use of capacitor banks. If 
the only requirement is to control the voltage, then proper dead band selection for two 
controllers also can serve the purpose. 

• Differentiate the integration time, the time period over which the measurement is 
averaged, also can be used with hysteresis control to make the control philosophy 
more simple. 

One other thing to be considered is that when the network control centre increases the voltage 
at some other station having no capacitor banks by generator voltage adjustments, the 
substation having capacitor banks also will feel that and the bus voltage will improve. Then 
the capacitors will tend to switch off responding to outside voltage adjustments. This is not an 
economical solution. 

A voltage selection scheme based on a hysteresis control as in figure 6.4 is evaluated for 
comparison with the present and proposed var control schemes. The approximated switching 
points of capacitor banks based on above voltage control scheme, was selected using the 
simulation results for 21 5

\ 22nd and 241
h January 2009. (Appendix 8- Data format for voltage 

control switching points and summery of results). Figure 6.5 illustrates the comparison of 
present switching and the switching pattern with the proposed voltage control. 

A VR tao lower 
33 .75k 1[==------z.~~~~:..._ _____________ _ 
33.50k Cao bank OFF 

Nominal 
33 .00k 

Can ha 32.75k I Cao bank ON 

A VR tao raise 
32.50 

Figure: 6.4 Proposal for dead bands for AVR and capacitor controller 
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Figure: 6.5 comparison of switched banks under present and voltage control schemes 2 / sr 22nd &24th 
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The figures show that with the voltage control, maximum number ofbanks is maintained only 
at day time from around 9.00hrs to 17.00hrs. During mid night, this comes even up to zero 
banks, due to the voltage rise. The criterion does not maximize the utilization. Gradual 
switching off of banks around 17.00 to 18.00 hrs also observed due to reduction ofloads after 
office hours. There is a voltage rise during this period and the load rises after that due to 
lighting. In comparison to the reactive power control, voltage control scheme is not coincides 
with the optimum curve. 

As the data shows, following conclusions can be made. 

• 

• 

• 

Maximum switching operations per 3rd and 4th banks is about 4 so that the switching 
does not cause any unnecessary impact. 
Utilization when voltage control is used seems to be low com~ared to loss optimized 
switching pattern. It is 55%, 58% and 77% on 21 5

\ 22nd and 24t respectively .. 
Due to reduced utilization, energy losses and substation capacity release also not be 
economical. However it matches with the voltage properly. Therefore, if the need is to 
give voltage support, then this kind of switching policy is very satisfactory. 

6.4 Optimum switching solution 

In operating a utility network under real conditions, some dominant local requirements that 
needed to be controlled by capacitor banks are to be decided. As CEB is concerned, due to the 
factor of concentrating the generation to certain localized areas, maintaining voltage stability 
is a considerable factor. Although reactive power control capacitor switching gives more 
benefits, sometimes it may need to switch off the capacitors in low load conditions due to 
higher receiving end voltages although the station at which capacitors are connected could 
deal its voltage rise. In that sense, voltage controlled switching can be an optimized solution 
for CEB although it is not economical in some aspects described earlier. 

Reactive power controlled switching aiming to manually switch off the banks at low load 
conditions to avoid voltage effects at remote ends was evaluated. The results are shown in 
figures 6.7 & 6.8 (OFF from 22.30hrs to 7.00hrs next day). 
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Comparison of voltage control Vs var control (Manual OFF at night) - 24th Jan 
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Figure: 6. 7 comparison of switched banks under voltage control schemes & var control with 
manual off- 24'11 Jan 

As we see from the drawings if reactive power controlled switching can be used as above, it 
can be useful. The disadvantage is the functionality of such a manual auto mixed control. 
However, ifboth voltage and reactive power combined controller having multiple variable or 
Boolean switching controllers can be used to switch the banks considering voltage and var, it 
could be a good idea. 
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